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ABSTRACT: This present  paper based on a research study tries to make a comparative study of Indian 
children‟s conception of God on the basis of their age/ grades. A literature study  on the concept „God ‟was 
conducted  and it was established that  there are two different schools of thought on children‟s conception of 
God . One school of thought opined that preadolescent children are not capable of thinking of abstract 
concepts like God and they can think about God in anthropomorphic or human like way. Another school of 
thought said that children‟s conception of God are not necessarily anthropomorphic at any stage . The 
objective of the study was to compare Indian children‟s conception of God on the basis of grades/age .The 
sample of the study consisted of 420 children of East Delhi and NCR from I-VIII grades , both male and 
female and from the government and private schools. In the present study different  researcher made tools 
were used for the children of different grades  I-III, IV-V , VI- VIII.   For the VI-VIII and IV-V  grades 
children ,the tools were in the form of  interesting stimulating stories  which associated children with the 
characters of the stories  followed by a set of questions    exploring  and uncovering children‟s innermost 
feelings, thoughts and views about God.  For  the children of I-III grades the tools were in the form of visual  
clips followed by  oral interaction. In the present study, qualitative method of analysis was used. The 
findings of the study showed that there was a significant difference amongst children‟s conception about 
God on the basis of their grades/ age. The findings  can be explained by the theories of cognitive 
development  as according to these theories later stages build on earlier stages and are more developed, 
better and comprehensive than the earlier stages.   The findings of the study  also showed that that children 
are full of imagination, curiosity , inquisitiveness  and reasoning power and can think and express about the 
abstract ideas like God  through their everyday experiences.  Age wise their experiences may be differ. 
Hence, as per the age group of the children, these experiences should be planned to engage them in abstract 
philosophical thinking.  
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INTRODUCTION:  
“Children are not just the defective adults , 
primitive grownups gradually attaining our 
perfection and complexity. Instead children and 
adults are different forms of Homo Sapiens. They 
have very different , though equally complex and 
powerful minds , brains and forms of 
consciousness, designed to serve different 
evolutionary functions.” 
This remark by Gopnik A. (2009) reminds us of 
that ongoing debate which raises a question how 
concepts are formed among children. On the  one 
hand there are theorists like Descartes R. (1985) 
who says “ A clear and distinct understanding of 
the world can be constructed from resources innate 
to the human mind”, on the other hand there are 
scholars like Locke J.(1959)  who discards the 
doctrine of innate ideas and suggests that in an 
individual reason and knowledge develops through 
the experiences. There is a question often raised by 
related studies and research whether religious faith 
is a part of innate human nature or it is a product of 
socialization process. There are scholars ( e.g. 
Atran 2002, Bloom 2009, Boyer 2001,   Keleman 
2004,)  who argued that religion arises from 
cognitive adaptations for dealing with the natural   
world.  So religious faith is the part of natural 
developments . It evolves in childhood like other 
features of human mind. Kirkpatrick (1999) argues 
that God  concepts are likely to be formed early in 
life  and probably exert great influence on later 
religious inclinations. On the other hand  studies 
(e.g. Dawkins 2006) suggest that  religious faith is 
the result of learning of various cultural activities 
through the process of socialization .Moreover , 
there is a debate on  anthropomorphic v/s non 
anthropomorphic.  There are researches (e.g. Hyde 
1990, Nelson, Potvin and Shields 1977)  which 
show that children have insufficient cognitive 
abilities for supporting mature religious thinking. 
Pre adolescent children have been said to possess 
an anthropomorphic, material understanding of 
God  that precludes a more abstract concept of 
God‟s spiritual nature. This school of thought 
assumes  that children are not equipped to deal with 
abstract concepts ( like that of God ) until they 
move from the concrete operational stage into the 
formal operational stage , which starts on the  onset 
of adolescence. Studies (  Long, Elkind and Spilka 
1967,  Piaget 1926/2007, Spilka et.al. 1985 ) show 
that children do not have adult like capacity for 
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religious beliefs.  On the other hand  Studies (e.g. 
Atran 2002 ,Barrett 2001, Barrett and Richert 2003,  
Barnett 2004, Keleman 2004) show that children‟s 
concepts of the supernatural are not necessarily 
based on  a human concept but  are rather  
developed  from a more general  and abstract  
conception of intentional agency. Moreover 
experimental evidences are there  (e.g.  Tamminen 
1991) which show that children‟s conception of 
God are not necessarily anthropomorphic at any 
stage . There are  studies ( e.g. Barrett, Richert and 
Driesenga 2001, Knight , Souse and  Barrett and 
Atran 2004 , Lane  and Evans 2010) which provide 
evidence  that even five years old children possess 
concepts of God that are not anthropomorphic. 
Recent developmental researches have challenged 
the anthropomorphism theory  in which children 
are  constrained only to think of God only as 
„humans‟. These studies are opening the doors to 
the possibility that children are able to think about 
abstract ideas from a very early age . A profound 
study of related literature has shown that though 
there are studies (e.g. Dickie et al.1997, Petrovich 
1999, Barrett et al.2001,Barrett and Richert 2002, 
Wolley D.J. 1997,  Roos 2004 )  exploring 
children‟s conception of God  but most of them are 
from Western context  and culture based on Judeo- 
Christian  children .  There  are possibilities  that 
the pattern found with the sample of children of 
one culture  might not hold across all cultures. The 
investigator , considering all these points, decided 
to  make  an attempt  to fill the gap by doing a 
comparative study of  Indian children‟s 
conception of God on the basis of grades/age. 
The study has been delimited to the school going 
children of I- VIII grades  (5-13 years old)  from 
Delhi and NCR region. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS:  
The present study is qualitative study and 
exploratory in nature. For the present study , the 
population has been  defined as the total number of 
the school going children of class I- VIII of Delhi 
and NCR region. Schools undertaken for this 
present study were from East Delhi and NCR 
region for convenience. The sample consists of 420 
children of Delhi and NCR region  .The sample is 
presented as follows: 
SCHOOL GOVERNMENT PRIVATE TOTAL SIZE SAMPLE 
GENDER GIRLS BOYS GIRLS BOYS  
GRADE      
1-3 35 35 35 35 140 
4-5 35 35 35 35 140 
6-8 35 35 35 35 140 
TOTAL 105 105 105 105 420 
The investigator had selected the I-III, IV- V, VI- 
VIII grade children as  cognitive developmental 
studies especially by Piaget J. (1929) refer to these 
stages of age  for cognitive development of the 
children. As  Piaget  argued that young children do 
not  think in the same way as older children and 
that children  go through a  stage wise process  of 
cognitive development . There are other studies ( 
K. Sandeep 2011,  Arnell 2009, Long, Elkind and 
Spilka 1967) depicting that with age our thinking 
becomes more rationale .  Hence, this present study 
was done with children of I-III, IV-V, VI-VIII 
grades to explore and compare the conception of 
children of different age groups about „God‟. 
TOOLS : 
In the present study different  researcher made 
tools were used for the children of different grades  
I-III, IV-V , VI- VIII.   For the VI-VIII and IV-V  
grades children the tools were in the form of  
interesting stimulating stories  which associated 
children with the characters of the stories  followed 
by a set of questions    exploring  and uncovering 
children‟s innermost feelings, thoughts and views 
about God. . For  the children of I-III grade the 
tools were in the form of visual  clips followed by   
oral interaction. Three different types of tools were 
constructed for the children of  three grades I-III, 
IV-V, VI-VIII .  For the children of IV-V and VI-
VIII grades   stimulus in the form of   two different 
interesting stories, followed by a set of questions 
were given to the children. The  questionnaire for 
children of IV-V grades consisted of 16 items  
which were open ended questions. In the questions 
, a criterion  situation for seeking conception about 
„ God‟ was depicted. Children were asked to write 
their responses to various questions,  related to the 
story on the basis of their views  on : Existence of 
God , form of God , gender of God , place of God , 
role of God, worshipping the  God, God related 
practices in family as well as school , nature 
worship etc.  Semi projective technique was used to 
uncover feelings , beliefs, thoughts and experiences 
of the children. Some of the items of the 
questionnaire were exploratory in nature while 
some encouraged the children to give a different 
ending to the story that helped in  entering the 
world of children and to uncover their innermost 
perspectives in a way , they feel comfortable with. 
Main  objective was to uncover the innermost 
feelings and thoughts of children regarding „God‟  
by providing a stimulus to them in the form of a 
story to which they were free to interpret from their 
own particular frame of reference. By  responding 
to these questions, children expressed their ideas 
related to „God‟.  They  were given a situation 
through a story with which  they  could relate 
themselves and responded considering themselves 
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in place of the characters of the story. It  was also 
taken into consideration while making the tool for 
the younger children that the protagonist in the 
story is a child like the responding child itself. It  
would have helped them to associate themselves 
with the characters of the story  .  At the same time 
it was also taken into consideration that the  
research questions were covered through the 
questionnaire. Similar process was adopted for the 
children of VI-VIII grades , though the stimulus 
was same in the form of story but different story 
was taken for VI-VIII grades children  as per their 
cognitive level. The language and diction was also 
taken into consideration while structuring the 
stories for the IV-V and VI-VIII  grade children as 
per their cognitive levels according to their stages 
of age.  The questionnaire for VI- VIII   grades  
children consisted  of 19 items , with open ended 
questions, exploring the conception of children. For 
the children of I-III grades , stimulus in the form of 
pictures  might prove more effective because 
children belonging to these grades might not 
express themselves through written responses.  for 
the children of I-III grades various  visual clips 
related to various aspects of God were shown 
which was followed by an interaction with them.  
Considering all these points, and thinking about the 
various related conception of „God‟ e.g. 
spirituality, religion, family rituals , prayer, faith, 
beliefs, religious practices , religious books and 
teachers ,  visual stimulus was provided to the 
children in the form of  visual clips having- 
 Different worship places of different religions 
 Different symbols related to God 
 Different images related to God 
 Different festivals celebrations 
 Different pictures of children worshipping 
A pilot study was conducted before the actual 
investigation to test the method and plan of the 
research study also to evaluate feasibility, 
reliability and validity of the tools.  The results of 
the pilot study helped a lot to refine or modify the 
tools and research method. The validation of the 
tools was done by two experts. 
 
 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION :   
The data  were analyzed using  grounded theory 
method , a systematic method of research 
„consisting of systematic inductive guidelines for 
collecting and analyzing data to build theoretical  
frameworks to explain the collected data‟ . (Strauss 
and Corbin 1998) It is a method which helps the 
researcher to enter and peep into the world of 
respondents. In the present study the analysis was 
done by reading the responses sentence by sentence 
to determine what the data consisted of .  The key 
points were marked that were extracted from the 
responses of the children from the data collected . 
After that in order to make them more workable the 
key points were grouped into similar concepts. 
From the concepts, various  themes were identified 
on the basis of theoretical studies related to the 
concept of God. Within each theme, various  
categories as well as subcategories were formed on 
the basis of responses given by the children . 
Written data from transcripts were also grouped 
into similar concepts  and it was done sentence by 
sentence to define actions or events within data. 
Now, these categories were sorted , compared and 
contrasted until  all the data were accounted for  in 
the core categories as well as subcategories and  no 
new categories as well as subcategories could be 
produced . Comparative analysis of children‟s 
responses for all the twelve themes emerged during 
the present study was done  grade wise. 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS & 
INTERPRETATION OF CHILDREN‟S 
CONCEPTION OF  GOD AS EXPRESSED 
THROUGH THEIR RESPONSES 
GRADEWISE: 
Theme 1 - Existence of God 
Table- 1 Children‟s responses related to the 
theme „Existence of God‟ grade wise - 
Responses VI-VIII   
Grade 
(%) 
IV –V 
Grade 
(%) 
I -III Grade 
(%) 
(1)Yes 100 100 100 
(2)No - -  
Graph:  1 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses 
Related to the Theme „Existence of God‟ grade 
wise: 
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As Table 1 and bar graph show that  100%  
children of I-III, IV-V, and VI-VIII grades say that 
God really exists. It means that all the children 
agree to the existence of God e.g..-'' Haan ! 
Bhagavan hote hai Bhagwan, Jaanwar, maaushay, 
Prakriti kisi ke bhi roop mein upasthit ho sakte 
hain'' – (13 yrs old)  “Ishwar nyayi hoti hain.'' – 
(12 yrs. old) '' Ha! Ishwar hote hair sab jagah 
rahte hain aur hamein gyan dete hain''- (7 yrs.old)  
“Ishwar sach much hote hain'' ishwar na hote to 
rakshash saari prithivi nast dete'' – (10 yrs.old) '' 
Ishwar aab jagah, sabke mano mein hote hain'' –(7 
yrs.old) 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA:-  
The analysis of the above data  shows that  all the 
children of I-III, IV-V, and VI-VIII grades express 
through their responses that God really exists and 
there is no difference in the conception of children 
about the existence of God on the basis of grades. 
Theme-2 :FORM OF GOD 
Table -2 Children‟s responses related to the 
theme „Form of God‟ grade wise- 
Responses VI-
VIII   
Grade 
(%) 
IV –
V 
Grade 
(%) 
I -III 
Grade 
(%) 
(1)Helping 
common man/ 
human form 
18 26 43 
(2)Superman 5 0 38 
(3)Formless/good 
qualities/light/nor 
72 60 5 
(4)Don‟t know 3 4 6 
(5)Left out 2 8 0 
(6)Statues of 
temples 
0 2 8 
Graph- 2 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Form of God‟ Grade wise: 
 
As table 2 and bar graph show 43% children of I-
III grade say that God is  common human being in 
the form of parents or other helping ones-
“Bhagwan hamare ghar mein hamare mata pita ke 
roop mein rahta hain''- (10 yrs. old)  “Jo manashay 
doosron ki taklifon, samassyaon mein, raston mein, 
Jaati-Paati, on neech, Bhedbhav, amiri-garibi ka 
dhyan na rakshkar sadaiv doosron ki sahayata ke 
liya tayyar rehta hai, usme bhagwaan ka ansh 
rehta hai” -(9 yrs. old) '' Hum apne mata-pita ke 
ander ishwar ko dekhte hain.”- (13 yrs. old) 
“Mata-pita ka roop hi bhagwaan ka roop hote 
hai”. - (8 yrs. old)  38% children of I-III grade & 
5% children of VI-VIII grade say that God is a 
superman e.g.:''Bhagwaan superman hote hain jo 
kahin bhi kisi ki bhi sahayata ke liye pahuch jaate 
hain.'' - (7 yrs.old) 5% children of I-III grade & 5% 
children of  IV-V  grade and 72% children of VI-
VIII grade say that God is formless. He does not 
have any specific form .He is a light / noor lying in 
good qualities as-''Bhagwaan ke roop ke vishay 
mein kuchh nahin kaha ja sakta kyunki,vo ek 
Anubhavi,ek kalpana hai.''- (12 yrs.old)'' Ishwar ka 
roop hamari kalpana men hai. Hum jaise bhi 
kalpana karte hain,Ishwar hamein usi roop mein 
dikhai Dete hain.''-(11 yrs. old)  “Hamne Allah ko 
nahin dekha kintu Hadis ne likha hai ki ek noor 
hai.''- (13 yrs. old) ''Ishwar ek prakashpunj 
hai,shwet anubhav hai,nirmal bhawana Hai.'' - (13 
yrs. Old ) Only 8% children of I-III grade and 2% 
children of IV-V say that God is in the statues of 
temple while none of the child of VI-VIII grade  
have responded so. 6% children of I-III grade, 4% 
children of IV-V grade and 3% children of VI-VIII 
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grade say that they don't know about the form of 
God while 8%  children of IV-V grade and 2% 
children of VI-VIII grade have not responded the 
question. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA:- From the 
analysis above it is clear that most of the children 
of I-III grades say that God is common human 
being in the form of our parents or any other 
helping persons while  very few children of VI-
VIII grades  have responded so. Contrary to it, 
most of the children of VI-VIII grades have 
responded  that God does not have any specific 
form. He is just a light / a noor which lies in good 
qualities. Similarly most of the children  of IV-V 
grades  have expressed  the same view through 
their responses, though lesser in number than the 
children of VI-VIII grades. Also most of the other 
half of the children from grades I-III conceptualize 
God as a superman whereas  very few or almost 
none of the children from other grades do so. 
 
Theme-3 PLACE OF GOD 
Table -3  Children‟s responses related to the 
theme „Place of God‟  Grade wise: 
RESPONSES VI-
VIIIGrade 
(%) 
IV –
V 
Grade 
(%) 
I -III 
Grade 
(%) 
(1)Everywhere 83 51 12 
(2)Specific 
place 
17 49 88 
(i)Hearts 13 26 6 
(ii)Sky & 
River 
2 6 35 
(iii)Worship 
places 
0.72 10 39 
(iv)Patal lok& 
surlok 
0.72 0 0 
(v)Surely don't 
know 
0 5 8 
3)Left out 0 2 0 
Graph- 3 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Place of God‟ Grade wise: 
 
As Table 3 and bar graph show 83% children of  
VI-VIII grades ,51% children o IV-V grades and 
only 12% children of I-III grades say that God is 
everywhere- ''Bhagwaan har jagah hai.sansar kisi 
prakartik shakti se chal raha hai jise hum 
bhagwaan kahte hain.'' (12yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan 
har jagah samaye hai Vo 
vayu,prakash,aakash,prathvi,jal,sampurn sansar 
aur har vastu mein samaye Hain.''- (10 yrs.old) 
''Bhagwaan har jagah Rahte hain.jaise - kisi vastu 
mein,Bachche mein.kisi bhi sajiv aur nirjeev vastu 
mein.''- (8 yrs.old) ''Bhagwaan ka nivas har jagah 
hota Hain.''- (8 yrs.old) ''Bhagwaan har jagah  
hain, bus man se dekho”- (7 yrs.old)  88% children 
of I-III grades, 49% children of IV-V grades and 
only 17% children of VI-VIII grades express 
through their responses that God lives at the 
specific places out of which 39% children of I-III 
grades, 10%children of IV-V grades and only 
0.72% children of VI-VIII grades think that God is 
at the worship place e.g.: ''Bhagwaan mandir mein 
murtiyan mein hote hain,table to hum mandir jate 
hain.''- (9 yrs.old) ''Mandir aur masjid ka Hona hi 
is baat ka saboot hai ki bhagwaan unme Rahte 
Hain.''- (7 yrs. old)''Teerthsthanon par Ishwar ka 
Niwas hai.''-  (10 yrs. old) While 35%children of I-
III grades  say that God is in the rivers and sky only 
6% children of IV-V grades and 2% children of VI-
VIII grades have responded so e.g.: ''Bhagwaan 
uper Aakash mein Rahte Hain.''- (6 yrs. old) 
''Bhagwaan  aasman mein,sabse uper rahte hain 
aur Hamein dekhte hain.' (7 yrs. old)  ''Ishwar ka 
vaas nadiyon mein hote Hai aur aasman mein 
bhi.''- (8 yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan devlok mein Rahte 
hain.''- (7 yrs. old) 6%children of I-III grades  ,26% 
children of IV-V grades and 13% children of VI-
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VIII grades say that God lives in the hearts of the 
living beings. ''Ishwar manushay ke man mein 
Rahta hai.''- (9 yrs. old)  ''jab hum kuchh galat 
karte hain, to man batata hai ki hum galat kar rahe 
hain kyonki man mein bhagwaan Hote hain.''- (10 
yrs. old) ''Ishwar is jagat ko har prani ki Antaratma 
mein vidyaman hai.''- (13 yrs. old)   8% children of 
I-III grades and 5% children of IV-V grades say 
that they surely don't know the place of God while 
none of the children of VI-VIII grades  have 
responded so. 2%children of IV-V grade  did not 
respond the question . 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :- From the 
analysis it is clear that most of the children of I-III 
grades say that God lives at the specific places as 
sky / rivers / worship places while almost half 
number of the children of IV-V grades  have 
responded  so and a very little number of children 
of VI-VIII grades think so. Contrary to it, most of 
the children of VI-VIII grades  say that God is 
everywhere while almost half number of the 
children of IV-V grades and a very little number of 
children of I-III grades have responded that God is 
everywhere. Thus, there is a difference in 
children‟s conception about the place of God on the 
basis of grades. The children from VI-VIII grades 
seem to   express more abstract concept about God 
than the children from other  grades. 
THEME –4 ONENESS/ MULTIPLICITY OF 
GOD : 
Table – 4 Children‟s responses related to the 
theme „Oneness/multiplicity of God‟ grade 
wise:- 
Graph- 4 
 
 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Oneness/multiplicity of God‟ 
grade wise: 
 
As table 4 and bar graph show 65% children of I-
III grades say that gods are many, while only 
10%children of IV-V grades and 5% children of 
VI-VIII grades say that gods are many e.g.  -
''Bhagwaan Bahut saare Hote Hain.jaise-
krishna,Ram,Hanuman,Durgaji,sai Baba aadi.''-(6 
yrs. old) ''Hinduon ke tatis krore bhagwaan hote 
hain.''- (7yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan bahut saare hote 
hain.Ma-baap,per-podhe,pani,vayu,Agni,Aakash 
Aadi.''- (7 yrs. old)  ''Hindu on ke bahut saare 
bhagwaan haote hain.Inki koi ginti nahin Hoti.''   - 
(8 yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan bahut saare hote hain lekin 
unki bhavnayein,prem aur Hridaya ek hi Hoti 
Hai.''-( 8 yrs. old )''Bhagwaan to kitne bhi ho sakte 
hain.''- (8 yrs. old) ''Mere answer to Bhagwaan 
Bahut saare hote hain tasveeron mein,mandir mein 
bhi to Bahut saare Bhagwaan dikhate hain.'' -(7 
yrs. old) Contrary to it, 95% children of VI-VIII  
grades ,   88%children of  IV-V grades and only 
29% children of I-III grades say that God is one 
having different forms-''Ishwar Ek hai.uske roop 
anek Hain.Inhi Roopon ko log adhaar maan-kar 
anek dharmon mein maante Hain.''-  (13 yrs. old) 
''Ishwar Ek Hi Hote Hain. yaha to hamare man ki 
bhavna hai ki hum use kis roop mein dekhe.''- (13 
yrs. old) ''Khuda kewal ek hai. sabke kahne ka 
dhang alag-2 Hota Hai, Vaastvik bhagwaan ek hi 
Hote Hain.''- (13 yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan ek hote 
Hain, lekin Insaan ne bhagwaan ko kai roopon 
mein mana Hai.''- (10 yrs. old) ''Allah ek hi hote 
Hain.yeh to logon ki galat soch Hai ki bhagwaan 
aur Allah alag-2 Hote Hain aur Insaan ko bhi 
alag-2 maante Hain.”  - (13 yrs. old)   Only 6% 
children of I-III grades & 2% children of IV-V 
29
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grades have not responded the question. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA:-Through the 
analysis, it is clear that most of the  children of I-III 
grades have responded that gods are many while a 
few children of IV-V grades  say so and a very 
nominal percentage of the children of VI-VIII 
grades have  responded  the same. Contrary to it, 
we see that most of the children of VI-VIII grades 
say through their responses that God is one in 
different forms and the majority of the children of 
IV-V grades also respond the same though lesser in 
number than the  children of VI-VIII grades.  Very 
few children of I-III grades say that God is one. 
Hence ,there is found a difference among 
children‟s conception  of God on the basis of 
grades. 
THEME- 5 GENDER OF GOD 
Table – 5 Children‟s responses related to the 
theme „Gender of God‟ grade wise : 
Responses VI-VIII 
Grade(%) 
IV-V  
Grade(%) 
I -III 
Grade 
(%) 
1) Male 5 7 15 
2) female 3 0 5 
3) Both 62 67 75 
4)None/ 
formless 
3 26 0 
5) Left out 0 0 5 
Graph- 5 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Gender of God‟ grade wise: 
 
As Table 5 and bar graph show 75% children of I-
III grades, 67% children of IV-V grades and 62% 
children of VI-VIII grades  say that God is both 
male and female. ''Bhagwaan mata-pita (male & 
female) dono Hote Hain. Bhagwaan har jagah 
nahin aa sakte, Isliye unhone mata-pita ko 
Banaya.''- (10 yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan Istri.''-purush 
hote hain.kintu unki shakti hote Hain.''- (10 yrs. 
old) ''Bhagwaan ardhnareshwar hote hain.''-  (12 
yrs. old) ''Ishwar istri-purush dono rupon mein 
hote hain. ye dono roop hi vishva ki rachna karte 
Hain.''- (13 yrs. old) 30% children of VI-VIII 
grades and 26% children of IV-V grades say that 
God is formless. He does not have any gender. He 
is neither male nor female as-''Allah to Ek noor 
hai.Na vo istri hai na purush.''- (12 yrs. old) 
''Bhagwaan ka koi ling nahi Hota.''- (9 yrs. old) 
''Ishwar na to Istri Hai,na purush.vo to Ek jaisa 
noor hai to saare sansar mein phaila hai.''- (12 yrs. 
old) ''Na vo istri hai,na purush.vo Ek farista hai,jab 
mil jaye,kisi bhi roop mein.''- (13 yrs. old) ''Ishwar 
na Istri hai,na purush .vo Anant parmatma Hai.''- 
(13 yrs. old) 15% children of I-III grades, 7% 
children of IV-V grades say that God is male while 
none of the child of VI-VIII grades say that God is 
male e.g.: ''Bhagwaan pita hote hain,jaise shankar 
Bhagwaan,jinhe hum Bhale Rahte hain.''- (7 yrs. 
old) Only 5% children of I-III grades and 3% 
children of VI-VIII grades say that God is female 
and only 5%  children of I-III grade have not 
responded . 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :- Through the 
analysis above it may be interpreted  that most of 
the children of  all the grades I-III, IV-V, VI-VIII 
say that God is both male & female. Some of the 
children of VI-VIII grades  say that God is 
formless. He is neither male nor female. A few 
children of IV-V grades also  have responded 
similarly though lesser in number than the children 
of VI-VIII grades and none of the  child  of I-III 
grades have responded so. 
THEME- 6 ROLE OF GOD 
Table – 6 Children‟s responses related to the 
theme „Role of God‟ grade wise: 
Responses VI-VIII 
Grade (%) 
IV-V 
Grade(%) 
I -III 
Grade (%) 
1)Helps, guides, 
cheeks & judges us 
63 57 52 
2)Generator/operator 
of the orld/Depends 
everything on Him 
35 35 20 
3) Superman 0 3 22 
4) To make Himself 
worshipped 
0 0.72 6 
5) Left out 2 2 0 
6) IIIrd position of 
God (After parents) 
0 2 0 
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Graph- 6 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Role of God‟ Grade wise: 
 
 
As  Table 6 and bar graph show 63% children of 
VI-VIII grades, 57% children of IV-V grades and 
52% children of I-III grades say that God helps in 
the hour of need, checks us from doing wrong, 
leads/guides us to the right path, judges us for our 
deeds and misdeeds and fulfills our wishes as -
''Bhagwan har bande kaushke karmon ka fal dete 
hain-achhe karya ka achcha aur bure kam ka bura 
fal bhagwan hi dete hain”- (11 yrs. old) “Ishwar 
har shubh kaam mein hamara saath dete hain aur 
ashubh kaam karne se Rokte hai.''- (12 yrs. 
old)''Bhagwaan ka kaam hai-pratek vyakti ke saath 
Nyay karna.'' - (8 yrs. old) ''sabhi ko sadbudhi 
dene,sahi marg par chalana.''- (12 yrs. old) 
“Sachche man se aaradhana karne par 
manokamna puri karna Ishwar ka jjkaam Hai.''- 
(10yrs.old) ''Jaroorat mando ki sahayata, paap to 
dharti se mitana,aur hamein sjanmarg par chalna 
hi Ishwar ka karya hai.''-  (11 yrs. old) 
35%children of VI-VIII grades,  35% children of 
IV-V grade and 20% children of I-III grades 
express through their responses that God is 
generator and operation of this world. Everything 
depends on the will of God e.g.- ''Ishwar sabse bari 
shakti hai sampurn prithvi ka sanchalan Ishwar ke 
Haath mein hi Hai.Ishwar nahin ho,to prithvi ka 
santulan bigar jayega.” (12 yrs. old) “Bhagwaan 
ka kaam hai-Jeevan maran ka santulan Banaye 
Rakhna aur sabka palan karna.''- (12 yrs. old) 
''pure sansar mein prakratik vatavaran,manav jaati 
aur jeev jantuon ke beech santualan banaye rakhna 
Ishwar ka kaam Hai.''- (10 yrs. old) ''jaise Tailor 
ne kapde Banaye,sarkar ne sadak vaise Bhagwaan 
ne poori duniya Banayi.''- (7 yrs. old)  22%children 
of I-III grades consider the role of God like a 
superman while 3% children of IV-V grades think 
so and none of the children of VI-VIII grades have 
responded  so. 6% children of I-III grades say that 
the role of God is to make Himself worshipped 
while 0.72% children of IV-V grades .2% children 
of grade IV-V grade say that God has 3rd position 
in their lives after mother & father and 2% children 
of grades IV-V and 2% children of VI-VIII grades  
have not responded  the question. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA:- The analysis 
of the above data shows that most of the children of 
all the grades I-III,IV-V,VI-VIII  have responded  
that the role of the God is to check, guide, help, 
judge the creatures of this world though we see that 
the number of children expressing so  is highest in 
the grade of VI-VIII than two other grades IV-V & 
I-III respectively. Some of the children of VI-VIII 
& IV-V grades similar in number , say that God is 
the generator & operator of this world and few 
children of I-III grades also respond the same. Few 
children of I-III grades say that the role of God is 
that of a superman while none of the children of 
VI-VIII grades say so. The concept of superman is 
seen only in the children of I-III grades . Hence,   
there is found a difference in the conception of 
children about the role of God on the basis of their 
grades. 
 
THEME-7 OMNIPRESENCE OF GOD : 
Table – 7 Children‟s responses related to the theme „Omnipresence of God‟ grade wise.: 
RESPONSES VI-VIII Grade 
(%) 
IV-V Grade (%) I-III Grade      
(%) 
(1)YES 95 92 85 
(I)God helps, guides, checks in the form of inner voice 93 68 20 
(II)Don't feel fear when remember God 0 3 53 
(III)Natural procedures show 2 21 12 
(2)Don't think so/don't know 3 2 10 
(3)Left out 2 6 5 
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Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Omnipresence of God‟ Grade 
wise: 
 
Table 7 and bar graph show that 93% children of 
VI-VIII grades, 68% children of IV-V grade and 
20% children of I-III grades demonstrate the 
omnipresence of God by saying that God helps 
them everywhere and every time, checks them 
from doing wrong in the form of inner voice  
e.g.:''koi bura kaam karte samay  man mein aana ki 
ye kaam galat hai,Bhagwaan ke sab jagah hone ka 
sabse bara saboot Hai.Agar Bhagwaan dekhna Hai 
to apne man mein dekho”- (10 yrs. old) “dekho, 
sahi-galat dikhate Bhagwaan vahi milenge.''- (12 
yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan ka kaam Hamein sbuddhi 
dena aur sahi ki Taraf le jana hai.''- (8 yrs. old) 
''Bhagwaan hamein galat kaamon se door le jaate 
hain.''- (8 yrs. old) 53% children of I-III grades and 
3% children of IV-V grades say that  they feel the 
omnipresence of God when  in the presence of God 
they do not feel fear such as -''Jab Bhagwaan ko 
yaad karne se dar nahin lagta Tab pata chalta hai 
ki Bhagwaan sab Jagah se Hamari Raksha karte 
Hain.''- (8 yrs. old) ''Jab Hum kisi vipatti mein hote 
hain aur Bhagwaan ko yaad karne se vo vipatti 
door Ho Jaati Hai Tab pata chalta Hai ki 
Bhagwaan sab jagah hai.''- (8 yrs. old) 12% 
children of I-III grades ,21% children of IV-V 
grades, and 2% children of VI-VIII grades say that 
they feel the omnipresence of God through natural 
cycle as -''Pero mein Bhagwaan,nadiyon mein 
Bhagwaan,kan-kan mein Bhagwaan,phool apne 
khilte Hain,per choti se bara hota Hai.''- (10 yrs. 
old) ''Bhagwaan sab jagah hote hain.Jaise surya 
nikalta hai,Raat hoti hai,hawa chalti Hai.''- (9 yrs. 
old)''Prakratik kiryakalap jaise suraj ka 
nikalna,aur dhalna,phoolon ka khila Batata hai ki 
Ishwar sab jagah Hai.''- (12 yrs. old)  10% children 
of I-III grades, 2% children of IV-V grades,  3% 
children of VI-VIII grades that they don't  feel the 
omnipresence of God while 5% children of I-III 
grades, 6% children of IV-V grades and 2% 
children of VI-VIII grades have not responded the 
question. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :-From the 
analysis above,  it may be interpreted that most of 
the children of I-III grades demonstrate the 
omnipresence of God saying that feeling the 
presence of God, they don't feel fear while a very 
nominal percentage of children of IV-V grades and 
none of the children of VI-VIII express so. Most  of 
the children of VI-VIII grade demonstrate the 
omnipresence  of God in the form of inner voice. 
We find a similar response from the children of IV-
V grade though lesser in number than the children 
of VI-VIII grade. A very little number of children 
of I-III grade have  responded so, depicting the 
difference in children‟s conception about the 
omnipresence of God on the basis  of grades. 
THEME-8 FACTORS INFLUENCING CHILDREN‟S CONCEPTION OF GOD 
Table–8 Children‟s responses related to the theme „Factors Influencing Children‟s Conception of God‟ 
grade wise: 
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 Responses VI-VIII 
Grade(%) 
IV-V 
Grade(%) 
I -III Grade 
(%) 
1 Family members & neighbours. 55 62 63 
2 School teachers, religious teachers & Religious 
practices 
14 14 21 
3 Religious books, myths in T.V. 8 8 12 
4 Self experiences 23 12 0 
5 Worship places are proof 0 2 3 
6 Left out 0 0 0 
7 By Natural cycle 0 2 0.72 
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Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Factors Influencing Children‟s 
Conception of God‟ Grade wise: 
 
Table 8 and bar graph show that 63% children of I-
III grades, 62% children of IV-V grades and 55% 
children of VI-VIII grades express through their 
responses that they  were told about God by their 
parents, family members &  neigh bours-
''Bhagwaan ke baare mein mata-pita ne Bataya.''- 
(12 yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan ke vishay mein dada-dadi 
ne bataya”- (9yrs. old)  ''Jaise jaise main bara hota 
gaya,samaaj mein dekhkar pata chalta gaya.''-
Deepak (13 yrs old.)''Mata pita aur dadi ne 
Bataya.'' - (7 yrs. old) ''Bhaiya ne laptop par 
kahani mein dikhakar Bataya tha- (7 yrs. old) 21% 
children of I-III grades ,14% children of IV-V 
grades and 14% children of VI-VIII grades say that 
they were told about God  by school teachers, 
religious teachers and religious practices-''Jahan 
urdu-pari hai vahan ke mavlana ne bataya.''- (10 
yrs. old) ''Allah ne Apne pagamber ko Bheja Jo 
Nabi The.Nabi ne Hamein baron ko bataya aur 
unse Hamein pata chala.''- (11 yrs. old) ''Apne 
baron ke beech baithkar,unki baatein sunkar ghar 
par Hone vale teej tyoharon se pata chala.''- (13 
yrs. old) ''Madarase mein khuda se sambodhit 
kitabon ko parne se pata chala.'' - (14yrs. 
old)''Bhagwaan ke baare mein satguru,Guru 
MaharaJ ji aur satsang se pata chala.''- (10 yrs. 
old) 12% children of I-III grade,8%  children of 
IV-V grade and 8% children of VI-VIII grades give 
the credit for their conception of God to religious 
books, religious myths in T.V serials etc. such as -
''Ramayan, Mahabharta, Geeta, purano se pata 
chalakar Hamare baro ne Hame Bataya.''- (13 yrs. 
old) ''Serial mein dekhakar mujhe pata chala.''- (8 
yrs. old) ''Maine Ramayan aur krishna dekhkar 
mammy se pucha to unhone bataya.''- (7 yrs. old) 
23% children of VI-VIII grades,12% children of 
IV-V grades say that knew about God through their 
self experience while  none of the  child of the I-III 
grades  has responded so -“Jo kan kan mein 
vidyaman hai, use batane ki kya jaroorat ?” (9 yrs. 
old) ''Sarvshaktimaan ka bodh apne Jeevan ke 
udaharnon se Hua.''- (12 yrs. old) 3% children of I-
III grades ,2% children of IV-V grades say that 
through worship places, they knew about God. 0.72 
% children of I-III grades ,2% children of IV-V 
grades say that through natural processes they came 
to know about God while none of the child of VI-
VIII grades has expressed so. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :- From the 
analysis above , it may be interpreted that the 
conception of most of the children of I-III,IV-V & 
VI-VIII grades of God are affected by their parents, 
family, neighbours though the children of  I-III 
grades are more in number who have responded so 
than the children of  two other grades. Some of the 
children of VI-VIII grades give credit  to their own 
experiences for their conception of God, few 
children of IV-V grades also have responded so, 
while none of the child of I-III grades considers 
self experience responsible for their conception of 
God . A few children of each grade I-III,IV-V,VI-
VIII consider religious teachers, school teachers, 
T.V serials ,religious books & Practices responsible 
for their conception of God  though the children of  
I-III grades are more in number than the children of 
other two grades. Thus  a difference based on the 
grades of the children  may be seen  for the factors 
affecting children‟s conception of God. 
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THEME-9 CHILDREN‟S EXPERIENCES OF GOD RELATED PRACTICES IN FAMILY: 
Table –9 Children‟s responses related to their „Experiences of God Related Practices in Family‟  grade 
wise: 
Graph- 9 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to their „Experiences of God Related Practices 
in Family‟ Grade wise: 
 
As table 9 and bar graph show 65% children of I-
III grades, 80% children of IV-V grades and 70% 
children of grades say that they experience worship 
on different festivals in their families-''Navratri par 
Devi Maa ki Pooja hoti hai aur Shiv ji ki 
aaradhana bhi hoti hai .''- (10 yrs. old) ''Hamare 
ghar mein tyoharon par alag-2 devi-devtaon ki 
Pooja hoti Hai.''- (10 yrs. old) ''Eid, 
Bakrid,Moharram aadi tyoharon Par namaaj Parte 
hain aur khuda ki Ibadat karte hain.'' (10 yrs. old) 
''Namaj Parte hain,Raja Rakhte hain,kuran - sharif 
Parte hain aur khairat,Jakat bhi karte hain.''- (11 
yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan ka keertan aur sundarkand 
hote hain.''- (8 yrs. old) 25% children of VI-VIII 
grades, 17% children of IV-V grades and 14% 
children of I-III grades say that they experience 
daily worship and relegious practices in their 
family- ''Hamare ghar mein roj diya Jalaya Jata 
hai aur Bhagwaan ki Aarti bhi hoti hai.Tulsi Mata 
ko jal bhi charaya jaata hai .''- (9 yrs. old) 
“Pratidin Bhagwaan ko Bhog lagaya Jata Hai aur 
aarti bhi hoti Hai.''- (8 yrs. old) ''Mangalwar ka 
mandir Jaata hain aur Roj subah Pooja karte 
hain.'' - (10 yrs. old) ''Nitya Pratidin Pooja karte 
hain,Phir Prasad Baanta Jaata hai.''- (13 yrs. old) 
14% children of I-III grades and 4% children of VI-
VIII grades say that they pray to God for wisdom. 
''Hum Bhagwaan se sadbudhi paane ke liye 
prathana karte hain.'' - (8 yrs. old)  0.72% children 
of IV-V grades  say that greatest festivals for them 
are water preservation Day, Plantation Day, Earth 
day etc.& 0.72% children of the same grades  show 
their experience of singing religious songs on 
different occasions as- ''Sabse bare din Hamare 
liye Jal divas,Bhumi divas aus pardivas hain 
kyonki ye hi Hamein Jeevan dete hai.Isliye mere 
liye ye hi sabse bare Tyoharon Hain.''- (10 yrs. old) 
70% children of I-III grades, 0.72% ,children of 
IV-V grades and 0.72% children of VI-VIII grades  
have  not responded the question. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :-  The  analysis 
of the  above data shows that  most of the children 
of all the  grades VI-VIII, IV-V, I-III  share their 
experiences of  worshipping  God in different ways 
on different festivals. Comparatively the children 
of VI-VIII  grades are more in number than the 
children of  other two grades who  share their 
experiences of  daily God related practices . A very 
nominal percentage of children say that the greatest 
festivals for them are Earth Day, Plantation Day, & 
Water Day  thus also showing the developed 
cognitive thinking. 
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 Responses VI-VIII 
Grade(%) 
IV-V 
Grade(%) 
I -III Grade 
(%) 
1 Worship on different festivals 70 80 65 
2 Singing Religious songs 0 0.72 0 
3 Greatest festivals-jal Divas ,Bhumi Divas, plantation 
Day 
0 0.72 0 
4 Pray for wisdom 14 0 14 
5 Daily worship & Religious practices 14 17 14 
6 Left out 7 0.72 7 
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THEME-10 CHILDREN‟S EXPERIENCES OF GOD RELATED PRACTICES AT SCHOOL 
Table –10 Children‟s responses related to their „Experiences of God Related Practices in School ‟ grade 
wise: 
Graph-10 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to their „Experiences of God Related Practices 
in School‟ Grade wise- 
 
As table 10 and bar graph show 71% children of I-
III grades, 79% children of IV-V grades and 68% 
children of VI-VIII grades  share their experiences 
of  different festival celebrations & morning prayer 
at school through their responses:-''Vidyalaya mein 
bhagwaan se samebandhit kathaon ko vidyarthion 
dwara pradarshit kiya Jata hai.''- (10 yrs. old) 
''Vidyalaya mein Prata Prarthna hoti Jahan Hum 
us almost shakti ko naman karte hai aur tyoharaon 
Par bhi Unhe manaya Jata Hai.''- (13 yrs. old) 
''Hamare vidyalaya mein subah ki suruaat 
Prarthna se Hoti hai.Hum deepawali,Basant 
Panchmi,christmas, tyohar school mein manate 
hai.'' - (12 yrs. old) 22% children of I-III grades, 
18% children of IV-V grades and 28% children of 
VI-VIII grades express  their experiences of daily 
morning Prayer such as -''Pratidin Prathana hoti 
hai.seedhe khare Hokar,aankh band kar,Hath 
Jorkar Hum Prath na mein bhag lete hai.''- (8 yrs. 
old) ''Hamare Vidyalaya mein Ishwar ki Prarthna 
hoti hai Jisme Hum sabhi vidhyarthi Panktiyon 
mein khare hokar vidya aur Buddhi ka daan 
sachche man se mangte hain aur ma saraswati ki 
sachche man se aaradhana karte hain.''-  (10 yrs. 
old) 0.72% children of I-III grades,2% children of 
IV-V grades & 2% children of VI-VIII grades 
share  their experiences of moral education  with 
reference to God/Geeta Goshti in the school and 
6%, 0.72% and 2% children of I-III, IV-V & VI-
VIII grades have not responded the question. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :-The analysis 
of the above data shows  that most of the children 
of all the grades share their  experiences of  festival 
celebration and  daily morning prayer in the school 
while  a few children of each grade express their 
experiences of daily morning prayer only. There is 
not a major difference in the children‟s responses 
related to their experiences of God related practices 
in school  on the basis of the  grades. 
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 Responses VI-VIII Grade(%) IV-V Grade(%) I -III Grade 
(%) 
1 Festival celebration & morning prayer 68 79 71 
2 Daily morning prayer 28 18 2 
3 Left out 2 0.72 6 
4 Moral Education with reference to God/ Geeta 
Gosthi 
2 2 0.72 
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Table -11 Children‟s responses related to the theme „Doubts about  God‟ grade wise: 
Responses VI-VIII 
Grade(%) 
IV-V 
Grade(%) 
I -III Grade 
(%) 
1)Why has God made my mind so slow working? 0 0.72 0 
2)Who created God/gods differently? 0.72 2 10 
3)Does He demand money from us? 3 2 2 
4)Why is God not visible? 32 20 30 
5)Why is there disparity among people? 18 11 6 
6) No doubt 11 29 8 
7) Left out 2 7 6 
8)How is He in reality? 5 5 24 
9) Why does He give us so suffering? 4 4 0 
10)Have we been told reality about God? 2 0 0 
11)Why does evil win & Good suffer? 13 19 0 
12)How can he be in non vegetarian & sinful people? 0.72 0 0 
13)How does He face winter/summer/Rain? 2 0 0 
14)Will He  punish us for our misdeeds? 5 0 0 
15)why did Lord Ram ask Sita for agni pariksha? 2 0 0 
16)Bookish knowledge v/s myths.  
  - 
0 0.72 0 
Graph- 11 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to the Theme „Doubts of God‟ Grade wise: 
 
 
As table 11 and bar graph show there is a great 
variety in children's conception about  their doubts 
about God. 30%,20% & 32% children of I-III,IV-V 
& VI-VIII grades respectively express their doubt 
saying why is God not visible-''Ishwar Hame kabhi 
dikhai kyon nahi dete?''- (13yrs.) ''Ishwar 
sarvvyapi hai to hame dikhai kyon nahin dete ?- 
(10 yrs. old) ''Bhagwaan Hamare saamne kyon 
nahin aate ?''- (8 yrs. old) 6%, 11% & 18% 
children of I-III,IV-V & VI-VIII grades 
respectively ask why does God create disparity 
among people- ''Bhagwaan sabko Amir kyon,nahin 
Banate?''- (10 yrs. old) 24%,5% & children of I-
III,IV-V & VI-VIII grades respectively want to 
know how is God in reality - ''Main ye Jaanna 
chahti hoon ki Bhagwaan kaun hain,kya Hain? 
kaise dikhte hai? kya vo aise hi hain jaisa unhe 
dikhaya gaya hai ya ek kalpana hai.''-(13 yrs. old) 
10%, 2%  and 0.72% children of I-III, IV-V &VI-
VIII grades respectively raise the question who 
created God/gods so differently -''Ishwar ko kisne 
Banaya ? unke Paas Itni shakti kahan se aaye ki vo 
manushay ko Bana sake,shristi chala sake.''- (12 
yrs. old) 2%,2% & 3% children of I-III,IV-V & VI-
VIII grades respectively raise the question if God 
really demands money from us -''Kya Bhagwaan 
Hamse sachmuch charava chahte hai.''- (7 yrs. old) 
19 % children of IV-V & 13% children of VI-VIII 
grades ask why does good suffer & evil win in this 
world, if God is there as- ''Is sansar mein Itna 
dukh,kash,kapat aur durachar ki Jeet kyon hai yadi 
ye sansar Bhagwaan ki rachai maya Hai.''-  (13 
yrs. old) 14% children of I-III  grades & 2% 
children of VI-VIII grades  ask how does God face 
summer,winter & rain in the sky-''Bhagwaan 
aakash mein thand mein garm kapre kahan se laate 
honge?” - (10 yrs. old) 4% children of IV-V & 4% 
children of VI-VIII grade ask why does God give 
suffering to human being. 6%, 7% & 2% children 
of I-III,IV-V &  VI-VIII grades respectively have 
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not responded the question and 8%, 29% & 11% 
children of I-III,IV-V &VI-VIII grades respectively 
say that they don't have any doubt about God. 
While 2% children of VI-VIII want to know if they 
have  been told reality about God or all is there is 
fairy tale to make them obedient .5% children of 
VI-VIII want to know, if God will really punish for 
the misdeeds. 0.72% children of IV-V raise the 
question about the difference of  mythological 
stories vs. scientific knowledge giving the example 
of sun. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA :- The analysis 
of the above data shows clearly  that the doubts 
about God of the children of VI-VIII grades  are 
more varied  than the doubts raised by  the  
children of other grades. Abstract  thinking   of the 
children of VI-VIII grades  is clearly seen in the 
doubts raised by them . Also they are able to think 
about more issues than the children of I-III grades. 
A few children of IV-V grades ask a very 
significant question about the difference which 
they encounter in mythological stories & scientific 
knowledge at school  and ask if sun is a god as in 
mythological stories or a ball of fire as  they learn  
through science. Thus, there is seen more cognitive 
richness in the doubts raised by the children of VI-
VIII and  IV-V  grades than those of I-III grades. 
 
THEME-12(a) CHILDREN‟S EXPERIENCES OF NATURE WORSHIP 
Table –12(a) Children‟s responses related to their „Experiences of Nature Worship‟ grade wise: 
 
Responses VI-VIII 
Grade(%) 
IV-V Grade(%) I -III Grade 
(%) 
1) Yes 67 66 68 
A) Surya namaskar, Tulsi Pooja 62 52 34 
B)Mother makes us to do 0 7 11 
C)To please them 5 7 23 
2) No 33 26 24 
3) Left out 0 8 8 
Graph- 12(a) 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s  Responses Related to their „Experiences of Nature Worship‟  
Grade wise: 
. 
As table 12(a)and bar graph show 68% , 66% and 
67% children of I-III, IV-V & VI-VIII grades 
respectively say that they experience the worship of 
natural elements like practices in their family out of 
which 34% , 52% and 62% children of I-III, IV-V 
& VI-VIII grade respectively say that they 
experience Surya namaskar, and tulsi pooja –“Hum 
Tulsi ki pooja karte hain kyunki tulsi anek 
beemarion se hamari raksha karti hai- (13yrs. old) 
“Hum surya bhagwaan ki pooja karte hain kyonki 
surya ke dwara hi sansaar ko urja milti hai”- (12 
yrs. old)  While 11% & 7% children of I-III & IV-
V grades respectively say that they experience such 
natural elements worshipping practices as mother 
asks them to do so as -“Ma ke kahe par mai tulsi 
mata ko jal charati hoon”  - (9 yrs. old) “Meri 
mummy kehti hain ki surya ko jal dene se buddhi 
milti hai”- (9 yrs. old) 23%, 7% & 5% children of 
I-III , IV-V & VI-VIII grades respectively say that 
to please the natural elements, they are worshipped 
“Taki vo khush ho aur hame khush rakhein” (10 
yrs. old) 24%, 26% & 33% children of I-III, IV-V 
& VI-VIII grades respectively say that they do not 
experiences nature worshipping practices while 8% 
children of I-III grades & 8% children of IV-V 
grades have not responded the question. 
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INTERPRETATION OF DATA: From the 
analysis above, it may be interpreted that most of 
the children of I-III, IV-V & VI-VIII grades say 
that they experience nature worshipping practices 
in their family.  There is no substantial difference 
in the responses of the children about their 
experiences of practices related to nature worship 
on the basis of grades. 
 
THEME:12(b) REASON OF NATURE WORSHIP 
Table – 12(b)Children‟s responses related to the Theme „Reason of Nature Worship‟ grade wise: 
Responses VI-VIII 
Grade(%) 
IV-V Grade(%) I -III Grade (%) 
1)scientific Reasons 68 61 20 
2)As they are gods/Gods lie in them 6 15 25 
3)For the peace of mind 5 7 15 
4)Due to superstitions 13 4 14 
5)To enjoy(at Gangasnan) 0 0.72 7 
6)Don't know 3 5 8 
7)Left out 2 2 7 
8)Due to customs 3 5 4 
Graph- 12(b) 
Graphical Presentation of Children‟s responses related to the Theme „Reason of Nature Worship‟ Grade 
wise: 
 
As table 12(b)and bar graph show 68% children of 
VI-VIII grades, 61% children of IV-V grades and 
20% children of I-III grades say that worship of 
natural elements  is done due to scientific reasons 
as they give us precious things e.g. -''Per  Hamein  
Phol dete hain,Nadiyan Jal deti hai,surya dhoop to 
chandrama sheetalta deta hai,Jo Hamesha doosron 
ke liye Jeete hain,vo Pooja ke yogya Hain.''- (10 
yrs. old) ''Ye sabhi kisi Na kisi roop mein Hame 
Jeevan dete hai aur hamara palan karte hain”  - 
(11 yrs. old) “Suraj bhagwaan ko jal dua dete hain 
taaki man shant ho aur buddhi mile aur gusa na 
aaye “  - (8 yrs. old) 25%  children of I-III grades , 
15% children of IV-V grades and 6% children of 
VI-VIII grades say that natural elements are 
worshipped as God/ gods lie in them-“Unki pooja 
isliye hoti hai kyonki vo bhagwaan ke roop hain”  - 
(8 yrs. old) “In sub mein bhagwaan ka vaas hai”- 
(13 yrs. old) “Kyunki unke daviya shakti hoti hai. 
Un par maanav ka niyantran nahi hai”- (13 yrs. 
old) 15%, 7% and 5% children of I-III, IV-V & VI-
VIII grades respectively say that they worship 
nature to get the peace of mind-“Man ki shanti ke 
liye unki pooja hoti hai”- (10 yrs. old) “Apne man 
ki shanti aur pap dhone ke liye log unki pooja karte 
hain .”  - (13 yrs. old) 14% , 4% & 13% children of 
I-III, IV-V & VI-VIII grades respectively say that 
due to superstition people worship natural 
elements. – “Kyunki log andhvishwas main doobe 
hue hain”- (10 yrs. old) “Andhvishwas manushya 
hi aise pooja karte hain”- (9 yrs. old) 4%, 5% & 
3% children of I-III , IV-V & VI-VIII grades 
respectively say that due to customs, people 
worship natural elements while 8%, 5% and 3% 
children of I-III, IV-V and VI-VIII grades have 
responded that they don‟t know the reason, while 
7%, 2%, & 2% children of I-III , IV-V & VI-VIII 
grade respectively   have not responded the 
question. 7% children of I-III grades and 0.72% 
children of IV-V grades that natural elements are 
worshipped for the enjoyment as at the Ganga snan 
festival. 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA: From the above 
analysis it may be interpreted that most of the 
children of VI-VIII and IV-V grade say that nature 
is worshipped due to the scientific reasons while  
most of the children of I-III grades say that natural 
elements are worshipped as gods lie in them . 
There is found a difference in the conception of 
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children  about the reason of nature worship on the 
basis of grades as children  from VI-VIII grades 
give more logical & scientific reasons than the 
children of other grades. 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY: The findings of the 
study are as follows: 
1. All the children of all the grades (I-III, IV-V, VI-
VIII), of both the gender, of both the government 
and private schools believe in the existence of God. 
2.  More number of children  from I-III grades  say 
that God is human like than the  older ones . 
3.More number of children from VI-VIII grades 
say that God is formless than the younger ones and 
with the decreasing age  the number of children‟s 
responses decreases. 
4.More number of children from VI-VIII grades 
say that God is everywhere than the younger ones  
while more number of children  from I-III grades 
assign specific places  like  sky, rivers, worship 
places ,one‟s hearts  etc. to God. 
5.More number of children  from VI-VIII grades  
say that God is one than the younger ones. 
6.Most  of  the older children demonstrate the 
omnipresence of God in the form of inner voice  
leading them to right path of life and checking 
them from doing wrong  while most  of the 
younger children give reason like not feeling fear 
while thinking about the omnipresence of God. 
7.Most of the  older children say that nature is 
worshipped for the scientific reasons while most of 
the  younger children say that natural elements are  
worshipped as gods lie in them . 
8.The doubts  about God of the older children are 
more varied than the younger ones. 
DISCUSSION FOR THE FINDINGS: 
The  findings of the study show that on the basis of 
grades/ age , there is a significant difference in 
children‟s conception of God. These findings  can 
be explained by the theories of cognitive 
development  as according to these theories later 
stages build on earlier stages and are more 
developed, better and comprehensive than the 
earlier stages. The cognitivists   including  
Piaget(1929), Vygotsky(1986) and 
Bruner(1957/66) suggest that the human generate 
knowledge  and meaning through sequential 
development of an individual‟s cognitive abilities. 
There is an elaboration of logical model of 
intellectual development arguing the idea that 
intelligence develops in a series of stages  that are 
related to age  and are progressive because one 
stage must be accomplished before the next can 
occur. For each stage of development , child forms 
a view of reality for that age period. At the next 
stage the child must keep up with earlier level of 
mental abilities to reconstruct  concepts.  Piaget 
(1929) concluded  intellectual development  as an 
upward expanding  spiral in  which children must 
constantly reconstruct the ideas  formed at earlier 
levels  with new , higher order concepts  acquired 
at the next stage. Fowler (1981, 1991) also presets 
the stage model of spiritual or religious 
development based on narrative  interviews with 
children , young people and  adults whom  he asked 
about their life stories, key experiences , 
relationships, values and convictions  and finally 
religious experiences , religious practices  and 
faiths. Such  theories of cognitive development  
through stages of age  explain the difference in 
responses  of children of different age groups and 
we see that younger children have expressed  
concrete ideas  while the older ones have shown  
mature, abstract and developed concepts  about 
God.  The  children of I-III grades (5-8 years old )   
are the children of preoperational stage  so that they 
may be able to make mental  representations of  
unseen objects  but can not use deductive 
reasoning.  The children of IV-V grades (9-10 
years old ) are the children belonging to concrete 
operational stage who might have started thinking 
logically and organising the information , they 
learn. The children of VI-VIII grades (11-13 years 
old) are the children belonging to formal 
operational stage  who might have started to  think 
more abstractly  and their thinking might have 
become less tied to concrete  reality. 
CONCLUSION: Children‟s  responses clearly 
depict that children are full of imagination, 
curiosity , inquisitiveness  and reasoning power and 
can think and express about the abstract ideas like 
God  through their everyday experiences.  Age 
wise their experiences may be differ. Hence ,  as 
per the age group of the children  , these 
experiences should be planned to engage them in 
abstract philosophical thinking. Children‟s 
questions are the way of expressing their 
philosophical thinking .  So it is the responsibility 
of parents, family , teachers ,academicians, 
educationists , media and all concerned to promote 
children to raise questions, to explore and examine 
such abstract issues, to reflect upon them , to 
develop their own ideas , ponder over issues by 
themselves , make their own minds, to compare 
diverse views and to  let them decide what they 
want to believe .As all these are found influencing 
children‟s conception of God through the process 
of primary and secondary socialization, so more 
sensitivity is required on their part, to make 
children aware of the reality and to enable them to 
differentiate between reality and fantasy. Children  
should be provided such an atmosphere where they 
may create and inquire  into their own questions, 
develop ideas from open ended dialogues, research 
and find out things , and try to construct and create 
their conceptions  through healthy and open 
dialogues and interaction with their peers. 
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